
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Bollendorf, 

It is with a conflicted heart and mind, surrounding a lot of uncertainty about our current 
situation that we reach out to you at this time.  As this pandemic progresses, the health and safety 
of our reopening plan is in flux. It was clear during the task force committee meetings that the quest 
to reopen the buildings was proving a mammoth task and not one undertaken lightly by 
administrators and staff. The frustrations of not being able to obtain answers to many of the 
questions posed by committee members has created an air of uncertainty and concern.  
 Considering the protocols that are required to be in place by day 1, that will most likely not 
be available, one of the biggest concerns we have has come with the apparent inconsistencies in 
our districts HVAC systems. From one building to the next, we don’t believe that any of the systems 
in these buildings work at 100%. Even if this were to be immediately addressed, where do we stand 
with the filters the CDC guidelines require? As you know, the units lose efficiency the higher the 
MERV rating. The current units are fitted with MERV 8 filters and the guidelines require MERV 17 or 
HEPA filters. This will be an issue for most, if not all, of our units. It is our understanding that 
Remington and Vernick have been asked to evaluate the units. Will every unit be checked? 
Knowing that indoor air quality testing has been requested for all buildings, where does the district 
stand as far as timelines for getting this testing done? The Association would like to know what 
inventory has been ordered, what has been delivered, and what inventory we are still waiting for. 
We also need to know when we can expect the rest of the inventory to arrive. When can the 
Association expect the compliance of all safety protocols?  
            After working with our NJEA Health & Safety consultants, there are grave concerns about 
the timelines and expectations that all Covid related requirements won’t be in place in time for us to 
safely open. We realize this has been a daunting task for all concerned, and it may seem like there 
is no right answer, but there could be a wrong answer should even 1 person become infected and 
die. What cost does the district put on a child’s life? A staff members’ life? Knowing that your 
ultimate goal has always been the health, safety, and wellbeing of every individual in this school 
district, it is obvious that that goal can not be guaranteed at this time. The Association can’t, in good 
faith, stand behind a Fall opening knowing that the safety of our children and staff is in jeopardy. 
The WTSSSPA does not feel that the BOE’s decision of a September opening, even with the 
modified hybrid schedule, is a prudent or wise one.  

We formally request that you, as the Superintendent of the Washington Township School 
District, along with the board members reconsider starting in person learning at this time and opt for 
a virtual setting for staff and students at the earliest possible date.This will allow the district an 
extended timeline to implement the health and safety protocols needed before students and staff 
return to the district. We feel this is the best option to help avoid an inevitable outbreak in our district 
and to safeguard every soul in our community. 

 
On behalf of the WTSSSPA  

WTSSSPA PRESIDENT  
R.SHAWN DUDLEY  
PRESIDENT@WTSSSPA.ORG (609)680-8483 



 
 


